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OCI Dedicated Region 
A complete cloud solution within your own data center

At A Glance
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Dedicated Region brings all of
OCI’s public cloud benefits and services (IaaS/PaaS/SaaS) on-
prem. Avoid the challenges of building your own cloud by using
Oracle cloud experts to install, manage, and support a cloud region
within your data center. Start small then scale on demand as your
workloads grow without having to invest in idle resources ahead of
time. Operating on-prem, OCI Dedicated Region allows you to
retain full control of your data and applications to meet the highest
security, regulatory, and data residency requirements. OCI
Dedicated Region provides the elasticity and utility of a public
cloud with the granular control, security, and predictability of an
on-prem infrastructure.

Security First 
OCI is built on security-first principles to provide uncompromising security in the cloud. By inheriting OCI’s full set of
security services, Dedicated Region enables customers to meet their regulatory, data privacy, latency, and internal
security requirements. Dedicated Region specifically brings hardened physical and perimeter network security while
enhancing the security of the platform, data, and applications with OCI’s security controls and services. Customer’s
Dedicated Region operates in the same way as all other OCI regions by using the same tools, policies, procedures, and
defense-in-depth architecture. Security controls are provided at all layers of the stack including (and not limited to):
data center physical security, infrastructure security, application protection, data at rest and in motion encryption, and
security monitoring and reporting.

Avoid Challenges of Building a Cloud
Benefit from an end-to-end single cloud solution
(hardware, software, etc.), installed, managed,
and supported by Oracle cloud experts

Superior Economics
Reduce the costs of running on-prem workloads
by utilizing the same consistent global pricing as
Oracle’s public cloud

Meet Data Privacy & Residency Requirements 
Own full control of all your data to meet the most
demanding security, regulatory, data residency,
and data privacy requirements

Single-Digit Millisecond Latencies 
Run applications that require low latency to
generate near real-time responses to end user
applications

Identical to OCI Public Cloud
Bring all of Oracle’s 100+ public cloud services,
including a full range of IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
services, on-premises to accelerate innovation

Modernize Enterprise Systems
Migrate and run any workloads as-is. Automate
your business operations over time with our
complete, connected suite of SaaS products

Start Small, Scale on Demand
Start with the base footprint and expand to
more than 450 racks to match your workload
growth

Global Experts Managing Infrastructure
Gain peace of mind knowing infrastructure will
be maintained and operated by the same cloud
experts operating OCI global cloud regions

Benefits of OCI Dedicated Region
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Learn more at
oracle.com/cloud/cloud-at-customer/dedicated-region/
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Power New and Existing Workloads 
OCI Dedicated Region creates a fully integrated cloud experience on-prem for IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS by offering the
exact same set of public cloud services available in the public regions of OCI. Leverage Oracle SaaS products, such as
Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP, Financials, HCM, and SCM, to optimize your business. Build and deploy cloud-native apps
quickly with OCI developer services, such as managed Kubernetes, CI/CD, and low-code application development
platform. Additionally, increase agility and innovation by accessing new cloud services and features on-premises as
soon as Oracle makes them available in public cloud regions.
Consolidation of workloads in a dedicated region dramatically improves TCO since enterprises can run applications with
the same SLAs for availability, manageability, and performance as in Oracle’s public cloud regions. Easily lift and shift
your legacy workloads, including those that need bare metal or VMware, to the cloud as-is, migrating entire
environments in weeks with automated migration tools and bare metal clouds. Oracle has architected our entire cloud
platform to meet our customers where they are now and let them adopt the cloud at their own pace and focus
investments on building new value, not just moving workloads

OCI Dedicated Region’s base compliance provides an additional layer of protection. At no additional cost, Oracle
certifies services within the Dedicated Region for CSA STAR, SOC 1, SOC 2, SOC 3, ISO 27001, ISO 27017 and ISO
27018, and conducts semi-annual audits. Oracle can assist customers to address any additional compliance
requirements based on respective region, country, and/or industry needs.

Superior Economics
Dedicated Region inherits the same competitive and globally consistent pricing model as OCI public cloud, which is ideal
for global companies that want to expand without pricing constraints. In addition, OCI’s exceptional price performance
relative to competition is unmatched (e.g., 3X for compute, 20X performance at half the cost for storage, etc.).
Customers can limit resource access, control budget, reduce underused resources, and forecast spending accurately
with Dedicated Region’s built-in capabilities to further cost savings. Since organizations buy a subscription to consume
cloud services instead of building their own cloud, they only incur operational expenses (OpEx) instead of capital
expenses (CapEx).

Choose the physical location of
your Dedicated Region to enable
all data to be stored on-prem and
meet your governance, regulatory
compliance, and data privacy
requirements.

Data Residency

Capitalize on existing investment
by seamlessly migrating legacy
workloads to an on-prem cloud.
Modernize apps with Dedicated
Region’s 100+ cloud services.

Legacy Apps

Modern Apps

Modernization of 
infrastructure & apps

Maintain single-digit millisecond
latencies to databases, AI/ML
compute engines and workloads,
IoT, etc. with no requirement to
connect to the public cloud.

Low Latency Applications

Dedicated Region Use Cases

https://www.oracle.com/applications/
https://www.oracle.com/application-development/
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/economics/
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/cloud-at-customer/dedicated-region/
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